Measurement of in vivo drug load distribution of cysteine-linked antibody-drug conjugates using microscale liquid chromatography mass spectrometry.
Analysis of samples containing intact antibody-drug conjugates (ADC) using mass spectrometry provides a direct measurement of the drug-load distribution. Once dosed, the drug load distribution changes due to a combination of biological and chemical factors. Liquid chromatography-mass spectrometry (LC-MS) methods to measure the in vivo drug load distribution have been established for ADCs containing native disulfide bonds (lysine-linked or cysteine-linked). However, because of an IgG reduction step in conjugation processes, using LC-MS to analyze intact cysteine-linked ADCs requires native conditions, thus limiting sensitivity. While this limitation has been overcome at the analytical scale, to date, these methods have not been translated to a smaller scale that is required for animal or clinical doses/sampling. In this manuscript, we describe the development of ADC specific affinity capture reagents for processing in vivo samples and optimization of native LC-MS methods at a microscale. These methods are then used to detect the changing drug load distribution over time from a set of in vivo samples, representing to our knowledge the first native mass spectra of cysteine-linked ADCs from an in vivo source.